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Quadruplets For The Billionaire - Layla Valentine
2021-12-29
It seemed like the perfect solution Test out the
company's new fertility drug And have the boss's
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baby, just like we agreed We just didn't plan on
having quadruplets! Ashley: We both wanted a
baby. Jensen, gorgeous hunk and billionaire
boss, And me, his smitten secretary. We tried to
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keep things casual. But I messed up. I snuck into
the lab and took a secret, untested fertility drug.
And now I'm pregnant with not one, not two, not
three, But four of Jensen's babies! Jensen: It was
set to be the perfect arrangement. An heir for
my business empire, to a mother I could trust.
But I'm not a man who likes to wait around, And
with a new fertility treatment at my fingertips I
saw no wrong in hurrying things along a little.
Little did I know that Ashley had the same idea,
And me and my sweet secretary ended up
doubling the dose And quadrupling our little
family…
Master of the Game - Sidney Sheldon
2010-05-25
Kate Blackwell is the symbol of success—a
beautiful woman who has parlayed her
inheritance into an international conglomerate.
Now, celebrating her 90th birthday, Kate
surveys the family she has manipulated,
dominated, and loved: the fair and the
grotesque, the mad and the mild, the good and
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the evil—her winnings in life.
Stroke of Midnight - K. Webster 2020-10-27
Money can buy anything. And anyone. As the
head of the Constantine family, I’m used to
people bowing to my will. Cruel, rigid,
unyielding—I’m all those things. When I discover
the one woman who doesn’t wither under my
gaze, but instead smiles right back at me, I’m
intrigued. Ash Elliott needs cash, and I make her
trade in crudeness and degradation for it. I
crave her tears, her moans. I pay for each one.
And every time, she comes back for more. When
she challenges me with an offer of her own, I
have to decide if I’m willing to give her far more
than cold hard cash. But love can have deadly
consequences when it comes from a
Constantine. At the stroke of midnight, that
choice may be lost for both of us. Welcome to
the Midnight Dynasty... The warring Morelli and
Constantine families have enough bad blood to
fill an ocean, and their brand new stories will be
told by your favorite dangerous romance
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authors. WARNING: This book is intended for
readers eighteen years old and over. It contains
material that some readers could find disturbing.
Enter at your own risk...
Bring Me Their Hearts - Sara Wolf 2018-06-05
A Goodreads "YA Best Book of the Month" An
Amazon "Best Book of the Month: Science
Fiction & Fantasy" Zera is a Heartless—the
immortal, ageless soldier of a witch. Bound to
the witch Nightsinger, Zera longs for freedom
from the woods they hide in. With her heart in a
jar under Nightsinger's control, she serves the
witch unquestioningly...until Nightsinger asks
Zera for a prince's heart in exchange for her
own. But if Zera's discovered infiltrating the
court, Nightsinger will destroy her heart, rather
than see her tortured by the witch-hating nobles.
Crown Prince Lucien d'Malvane hates the royal
court as much as it loves him—every tutor too
afraid to correct him and every girl jockeying for
a place at his handsome side. No one can
challenge him—until the arrival of Lady Zera.
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She's inelegant, smart-mouthed, carefree, and
out for his blood. The prince's honor has him
quickly aiming for her throat. Now it’s a game of
cat and mouse between a girl with nothing to
lose and a boy who has it all. Winner takes the
loser's heart. Literally. The Bring Me Their
Hearts series is best enjoyed in order. Reading
Order: Book #1 Bring Me Their Hearts Book #2
Find Me Their Bones Book #3 Send Me Their
Souls
Triplets Make Five - Nicole Elliot 2019-01-08
Delilah hates me. But I'm going to marry her
anyway. Delilah is different. Quiet. Reserved.
Smart. But she doesn't want anything to do with
me. So, of course, I have to have her. She's got
the sultry librarian look, full lips, all those
curves, I can't get enough. But I'm her new boss.
And if anyone at the office found out about our
one night stand, we would both be ruined. So
we'll keep it to one night of passion. Then we'll
go our separate ways. That was the plan anyway.
But now I can't let her go. Because she's
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carrying my babies. All three of them. And I
won't let her do this alone. The third in a steamy
series from USA Today Bestselling Author,
Nicole Elliot. Each book is a standalone with no
cliffhanger. You're going to love these new
daddies! free romance, contemporary romance,
billionaire romance, single dad romance, nanny
romance, teacher romance, multiples, twins,
triplets, secret baby romance, family drama
romance, alpha male romance, doctor romance,
new adult romance, second chance romance,
hero romance, forbidden love, romance series,
small town romance series, workplace romance
Violent Beginnings - C Hallman 2020-11-22
The deal was sealed the moment she stepped
onto that stage. It was like seeing a ghost.
Sunshine blonde hair, pale skin, and azure eyes
that held a thousand secrets.I didn't know what
caused her to end up on that auction block. And
I didn't care either. All I knew was that I had to
have her...no matter the cost.One-million dollars
later and she became just that. Mine to break.
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Mine to use. Mine to keep. We all have secrets,
and when I discover hers, no one will be able to
save her from me.*This is a complete standalone,
100k+ word novel. It contains dark themes,
including violence and sexual situations. As
always there is no cheating, and a happily ever
after.*
The Golden Boys - Nikki Thorne 2020-10-08
West Golden-so easy to hate, yet so hard to
resist.Don't let that pretty face of his fool you.
He isn't the boy next door, or the kind you trust
with your heart. He's the devil in designer jeans,
with all the charm of a bona fide psycho.Trust
me.He swears I did something to cross him
before I even stepped foot inside Cypress Prep,
but it's a lie. No one knows better than me that
I'm all out of chances. One more misstep and I
can kiss my future goodbye, which means I can't
possibly be guilty of whatever he thinks I've
done.West marks me with a target anyway, and
as this town's football star, no one dares to go
against him. His money, status, and the loyalty
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of his equally entitled brothers makes him seem
untouchable. Only, I know better than that.This
false god isn't infallible like he wants the world
to believe. Whenever I stare into those devilish
green eyes, I see it plain as day. The chink in his
armor. His one and only weakness.Me.The King
of Cypress Prep has finally met his match, and
taking him down just became an inside
job.***The Golden Boys are all smokin' hot, but
there's only one guy for Blue Riley, which means
this romance isn't a reverse harem. Also, full
disclosure, this saga does contain strong bully
themes. So, if you're not into romances where
hate turns into love (well ... eventually), and if
you don't like your heroes of the
unapologetically alpha variety, this might not be
the book for you. There is no rape or dubious
consent whatsoever. However, due to adult
themes and sexual situations, this one's only for
the 18+ crowd.This series is sure to give you
GOSSIP GIRL and ONE TREE HILL vibes, and
the angst will keep you burning through the
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

pages to find out what happens next. One-click
and get lost in this series today!Smooches!RJ &
NT
Tucker - Juliana Stone 2014-02-05
When all hope is gone, can love still find a way?
Tucker Simon has given up on love. After a
tragedy, it’s just not in the cards for him, and he
wishes his family would get off his back. He’s
fine—or at least he thought he was–until a family
wedding forces him to address a few things,
namely his date, Abby Mathews. She’s been put
in the ‘friend’ category, mostly because she
deserves so much more than what he can give.
But the more time that he spends with her,
Tucker begins to think that maybe there is a
chance for love after all… Abby Mathews has
been in love with Tucker Simon since he walked
into her family’s bar nearly a year ago. But he’s
got baggage and heartache a plenty. His onenight-stands aren’t going to lessen that no
matter what he thinks. Tucker needs a friend,
but Abby wants to give him more, and as they
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navigate their way through a weekend in
Florida, their attraction can’t be ignored. Abby
has to make a choice. Does she cherish their
friendship and take what she can get? Or does
she go after what she really wants, which is
Tucker’s heart…
Beast of Bishop's Landing - Amelia Wilde
2022-02-08
"Wow! Just wow! It is the hands down the best
dark Beauty and the Beast retelling I have ever
read." - It's Gotta Be The Books Leo Morelli is
infamous for his temper. The Beast of Bishop's
Landing is cold and ruthless... and he's
determined to take revenge on the Constantine
family. Haley will do anything to protect her
father. Even negotiate her body in exchange for
her family's future. ★★★★★ "OMG, Leo is just
everything!! He's ruthless, intense, hot AF and
damaged. I love these two and their chemistry!!!
This book kept me on the edge of my seat the
whole time and that ending?" - Brigid,
Goodreads BEAST OF BISHOP'S LANDING
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

contains all three books in the trilogy! Over 700
pages in this scorching hot modern-day fairy tale
retelling.
5+Us Makes Seven - Nicole Elliot 2019-01-28
I can't sleep with the nanny. Or get her
pregnant... Nannies never last long under my
roof. They all kind of hate me. Natasha, the
newest one included. My kids are unruly, and all
under seven. They say I'm distant and cold. But
when Natasha takes over, finally things start
falling into place. She's sweet, innocent, and
beautiful. I'd do anything for her. Our family is
about to get a whole lot more complicated...
When we find out she's having twins. free
romance, contemporary romance, billionaire
romance, single dad romance, nanny romance,
teacher romance, workplace romance, secret
baby romance, family drama romance, alpha
male romance, doctor romance, new adult
romance, second chance romance, hero
romance, forbidden love, romance series, small
town romance series
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Their Texas Triplets - Cathy Gillen Thacker
2021-07-27
Can an unexpected delivery... Lead to happilyever-after? Cooper Maitland's nieces were left at
the ranch for him...but this cowboy isn't
equipped to take on three infants on his own.
Jillian Lockhart owes Coop for saving her from a
terrible fate ten years ago. She'll help him look
after the triplets for now--but recklessly falling
in love would be repeating past mistakes. As
they care for the girls together...can their
guarded hearts open enough to become a
family? From Harlequin Special Edition: Believe
in love. Overcome obstacles. Find happiness.
Lockharts Lost & Found Book 1: His Plan for the
Quintuplets Book 2: Four Christmas
Matchmakers Book 3: The Twin Proposal Book 4:
Their Texas Triplets Book 5: Their Texas
Christmas Gift
Her Dirty Rockers - Mika Lane 2020-07-14
Embodied Inquiry - Jennifer Leigh 2021-05-20
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

Embodied inquiry is the process of using
embodied approaches in order to study, explore
or investigate a topic. But what does it actually
mean to be 'embodied'? This book explores why
and how we use our bodies in order to research,
what an embodied approach brings to a research
project, and the kinds of considerations that
need to be taken into account to research in this
way. We all have bodies, feelings, emotions and
experiences that affect the questions we are
interested in, the ways in which we choose to
approach finding out the answers to those
questions, and the patterns we see in the data
we gather as a result. Embodied Inquiry
foregrounds these questions of positionality and
reflexivity in research. It considers how a project
or study may be designed to take these into
account and why multimodal and creative
approaches to research may be used to capture
embodied experiences. The book offers insights
into how to analyse the types of data emerging
from embodied inquiries, and the ethical
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considerations that are important to consider.
Accounting for the interdisciplinary nature of the
field, this book has been written to be a concise
primer into Embodied Inquiry for research
students, scholars and practitioners alike.
The Oracle Queen - Kendare Blake 2018-04-03
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of
the Three Dark Crowns series introduces
readers to the Oracle Queen in this riveting
prequel novella. Fans of the series will be
enthralled with Queen Elsabet’s genesis, riveted
by her madness, and compelled by her
tragic—and bloody—reign. Triplet queens born
on the island of Fennbirn can be many things:
Elementals. Poisoners. Naturalists. If an oracle
queen is born, however, one with the gift of
sight, she’s immediately drowned, extinguishing
her chance at ever taking the throne. But that’s
not how it always was. This cautionary practice
started long ago, with Queen Elsabet—the
legendary, and last, oracle queen—whose reign
was tinged with blood and horror. Paranoid,
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

ruthless, and utterly mad, Elsabet’s mistrust led
to the senseless slaying of three entire houses of
innocent people. At least, that’s the
unchallenged tale carried down from generation
to generation. But what really happened?
Discover the true story behind the queen who,
though born with the gift of sight, could not
foresee her swift and sudden fall from power . . .
until it was too late. Don't miss Five Dark Fates,
the thrilling conclusion to the series!
The Worst Guy - Kate Canterbary 2021-12-28
Sebastian Stremmel is in one hell of a mood.He's
been there for about 42 years. He's not about to
change so don't bother asking. Another thing he
doesn't want to do? Deal with the noisy new
know-it-all reconstructive surgeon Sara Shapiro
who won't stop stomping around his surgical
floor like she has a single clue how to handle
trauma cases. She doesn't, and he has no
problem telling her as much... even if it lands
them both in eight weeks of hospital mandated
conflict resolution sessions. Eight weeks is a
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long time to slog through communication
exercises with someone you dislike on a cellular
level, but as if that wasn't enough, she's moved
into his apartment building too. Now, he can't
turn around or close his eyes without seeing her
golden hair shining back at him and hearing her
throaty laugh in his head. He doesn't want to
like her. She's loud and knows everything, and
her snack preferences are absurd and she
doesn't seem to wear panties under her scrubs,
and he doesn't want to like her at all.He doesn't
want to find comfort in the rare slice of softness
she shows him and he doesn't want to discover
desire like he's never known before in her bed.
He doesn't.But even the worst moods are bound
to change eventually.
The Bossy Prince - Lili Valente 2021-04-02
She claims to hate me more than karaoke and
liverwurst, and that's before she finds out I'm
her new boss. The scandalous royal bit? That's
just our cover, a smokescreen we hide behind to
keep our counterintelligence work covert. But
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

Princess Alexandria's hatred of me? Oh, that's
real. Doesn't help that the first undercover
mission I assign her to requires us to pose as
lovers. I'm basically ordering her to pretend she
finds me irresistible. You ask me, I have it
tougher. Pretending I'm not getting addicted to
the way she can't stop kissing me when no one's
looking? Try impossible. Then she starts letting
me in, showing me the sweet side she keeps
hidden under her tough girl exterior. Ruining me
for all other women. Being royal, I always knew
very little would ever be just mine. Becoming a
spy, I understood the future wouldn't be
guaranteed. For Alexandria, I'm going to fight
for both. The RUGGED & ROYAL Series: - The
Playboy Prince - The Grumpy Prince - The Bossy
Prince
Pretty Boy D - Nikki Thorne 2021-07
Dane Golden-Best friend. Temptation in football
cleats. Roommate? I'm screwed. His followers
don't call him Pretty Boy D for nothing. The guy
is, literally, God's gift to women. I should know.
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I've watched chicks throw themselves at him
since puberty. Sharing his loft should be simple.
Easy. But shortly after I settle in, we realize
being "just friends" was so much easier when we
weren't sleeping under the same roof. Seven
years of thinking we had this down to a science
goes out the window the night Dane sees my
"Never Have I Ever" list. Now, he's on a mission
to help me cross off the top four items. Some of
which aren't quite as innocent as he'd expect.
What he's proposing will break the rules we
agreed to when I first came to stay here. He
wants me to give in, to let my guard down and
face my feelings for once. At least, that's what
that wicked look in his eyes and the mounting
heat between us suggests. This isn't how I
imagined being roommates would go. But a girl
can only stare temptation in its green eyes for so
long and not weaken. My best friend wants to
have his way with me and, right or wrong... I
think I might let him. *** Pretty Boy D is a fulllength standalone novel. This book can
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

absolutely be read on its own, but when you're
done, it's recommended that you check out more
from the Golden triplets and Joss in the complete
enemies-to-lovers trilogy, KINGS OF CYPRESS
PREP. Do you enjoy the frustratingly hot push
and pull of a good friends-to-lovers or
roommates-to-lovers romance? Then you'll love
getting to know Dane and Joss. Due to adult
themes and sexual situations, this one's only for
the 18+ crowd. Expect an HEA and no trigger
warnings needed. One-click and get lost in this
story today! Smooches, RJ & NT
Never His Girl - Nikki Thorne 2020-12-23
West Golden-Football star. Playboy. Dead to me.
Nothing puts the final bullet in a girl's rep like a
leaked sex tape. Especially one starring her and
the cocky quarterback who's had it out for her
since day one. Yep, you guessed it. That girl is
me. At Cypress Prep, West is king, but all I see
when I look at him is the wicked prick who gets
off on trying to break me. His plaything. Go
ahead. Give him a round of applause for winning
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that last round, but know this-hell hath no fury
like a girl from the south side with a baseball
bat. Hurt me once, shame on you. Hurt me
twice... over my dead body.
The Wedding Date Disaster - Avery Flynn
2020-08-25
I can’t believe I have to go home to Nebraska for
my sister’s wedding. I’m gonna need a wingman
and a whole lot of vodka for this level of family
interaction. At least my bestie agreed he’d man
up and help. Too bad he had to catch a different
flight than me. Then his plane got delayed. And
finally—because bad things always happen in
threes—instead of my best friend, his evil twin
strolls out of the airport. If you looked up
doesn’t-deserve-to-be-that-confident, way-toohot-for-his-own-good billionaire in the dictionary,
you’d find a picture of Will Holt. He’s awful.
Horrible. The worst—even if his butt looks
phenomenal in those jeans. Ten times worse? My
buffer was supposed to be there to keep me
away from the million and one family events. But
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

Satan’s spawn just grins and signs us up for
every. Single. Thing. Fine. “Cutthroat” Scrabble?
I’m in. I can’t wait to take this guy down a notch.
But somewhere between Pictionary and the
teasing glint in his eyes, our bickering starts to
feel like more than just a game...
Skyscraper Cinderella - K Webster 2021-07-27
“Brilliant storytelling packed with a powerful
emotional punch, it’s been years since I’ve been
so invested in a book.” - #1 New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken The fairy
tale you know and love... With a scorching hot
twist! This is the complete modern Cinderella
trilogy in one collection. Winston Constantine
isn’t a lover, he’s a business venture. A way for
me to pay for college. A ticket out. He’s never
pretended to be anything other than that. I can’t
blame him for making me fall in love.
"Extravagant sex, shocking fantasy, and
wonderful humor too. I fell into it like a
dream...a dream I didn't want to wake up from."
- New York Times bestselling author Annabel
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Joseph Welcome to the Midnight Dynasty... The
warring Morelli and Constantine families have
enough bad blood to fill an ocean, and their
brand new stories will be told by your favorite
dangerous romance authors. WARNING: This
book is intended for readers eighteen years old
and over. It contains material that some readers
could find disturbing. Enter at your own risk...
Billionaire Baby Daddy - Claire Adams
101-01-01
Falling in love with her billionaire boss was the
last thing she expected...especially since he was
a single dad... Maddox Moore already made a
name for himself as a chef and successful
restaurant owner before life threw a wrench into
his own plans, and now he’s a multi-billionaire
single father who doesn’t have time for anything
outside of work and his kiddo. After a night at a
charity event, Maddox makes the sudden
decision to bid on a date with a beautiful redheaded woman Evelyn, and twenty thousand
dollars later, he wins her for the night. He soon
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

realizes that one night isn’t enough…he wants
more of her. Too bad she’s not interested…yet.
Can Maddox win her over without spilling too
many of his secrets in the process, or will his
desire for her have him baring all?
Fallen Rose - Amelia Wilde 2021-07-20
Leo Morelli has lost everything. His safety. His
sanity. But worse than that, the woman he loves.
He will destroy Bishop’s Landing to get her
back, even if it means becoming the monster she
fears. The entire city will feel his wrath. Haley
Constantine loves her beast, but she can’t walk
away from her family. They need her now more
than ever. It will take more than violence to face
these enemies. It will take sacrifice. Can she
give up the man she loves to save him? Welcome
to the Midnight Dynasty... The warring Morelli
and Constantine families have enough bad blood
to fill an ocean, and their brand new stories will
be told by your favorite dangerous romance
authors. WARNING: This book is intended for
readers eighteen years old and over. It contains
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material that some readers could find disturbing.
Enter at your own risk...
Twins Make Four - Nicole Elliot 2019-01-08
I have one of those faces. The type of face where
someone thinks you're someone you're not.
Scarlet thinks that. She thinks I'm her first love.
I'm not, but I'll be her last. When I meet Scarlet,
she's unlike any girl I've ever met. Feisty,
determined, she'll do anything to get her way.
Sauntering over to me in the bar with those hips.
That silky hair. Those kissable lips. Two can play
at this game. After this weekend we'll never see
each other again. Just 48 hours between the
sheets. Then I go back to Chicago and she stays
in this sleepy little town. Except four months
later she shows up at my office with a secret so
big it could tear our whole worlds apart. One
word changes everything. Daddy. The second in
a steamy series from USA Today Bestselling
Author, Nicole Elliot. Each book is a standalone
with no cliffhanger. You're going to love these
new daddies! free romance, contemporary
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

romance, billionaire romance, single dad
romance, nanny romance, teacher romance,
multiples, twins, triplets, secret baby romance,
family drama romance, alpha male romance,
doctor romance, new adult romance, second
chance romance, hero romance, forbidden love,
romance series, small town romance series
Dream Boy - Cassie-Ann L. Miller 2018-12-19
He was the handsome stranger at the bar. I was
the jilted bride sobbing into the train of my
wedding dress. It was supposed to be one
night...Fate had other plans."Come up to my
room with me..."The invitation came in a deep,
husky voice as I was sobbing into my floral
arrangement and consuming all the alcohol
during the lowest night of my life. I should have
said 'no'. It was wrong to accept the handsome
soldier's offer. But I was hurting. I wanted those
rough hands and those soft lips and that
sculpted body on me. To ease the pain. Just for
one night.I was never supposed to see him
again. But two years later, he's here--in Copper
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Heights, Illinois--just as tall, rugged and
charming as the night we met. Meanwhile, I've
got green pea puree in my hair, dark circles
around my eyes and I can't remember the last
time I changed out of these yoga pants.Yup-things are different now. I'm different now. I'm a
mother. Overworked, sleep deprived and
running on an empty tank. Plus, I have a
business to run and I'm determined to prove that
I can do it on my own.But he's a distraction. He's
staring at me, his dark, compelling eyes raking
my rumpled figure like I just stepped off a
runway. I must be dreaming because there's no
way he's attracted to me. Agreeing to let him
work at my daycare is a terrible idea. I'm his
boss in the day. But at night, he's in my bed and
he's calling all the shots.The charming tower of
a man has his secrets and I've got mine. I should
really keep my distance.This is going to be a
nightmare...so why is he watching me like I'm
his dream come true?Dream Boy is a steamy,
laugh-out-loud, secret baby second chance
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

romance set in small town Illinois. It is the
much-anticipated conclusion to the Blue Collar
Bachelors series.
White Space Is Not Your Enemy - Kim
Golombisky 2017-02-17
White Space Is Not Your Enemy is a practical
graphic design and layout guide that introduces
concepts and practices necessary for producing
effective visual communication across a variety
of formats—from web to print. Sections on
Gestalt theory, color theory, and WET layout are
expanded to offer more in-depth content on
those topics. This new edition features new
covering current trends in web design—Mobilefirst, UI/UX design, and web typography—and
how they affect a designer’s approach to a
project. The entire book will receive an update
using new examples and images that show a
more diverse set of graphics that go beyond
print and web and focus on tablet, mobile and
advertising designs.
Six Weeks to Live - Catherine McKenzie
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2021-05-04
In this international bestseller, a “twisty tale of
secrets and lies that reverberate across
generations of a dysfunctional family” (Michele
Campbell, author of The Wife Who Knew Too
Much), a woman diagnosed with cancer sets out
to discover if someone poisoned her before her
time is up. Jennifer Barnes never expected the
shocking news she received at a routine doctor’s
appointment: she has a terminal brain
tumor—and only six weeks left to live. While
stunned by the diagnosis, the forty-eight-yearold mother decides to spend what little time she
has left with her family—her adult triplets and
twin grandsons—close by her side. But when she
realizes she was possibly poisoned a year earlier,
she’s determined to discover who might have
tried to get rid of her before she’s gone for good.
Separated from her husband and with a
contentious divorce in progress, Jennifer focuses
her suspicions on her soon-to-be ex. Meanwhile,
her daughters are each processing the news
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

differently. Calm medical student Emily is there
for whatever Jennifer needs. Moody scientist
Aline, who keeps her mother at arm’s length,
nonetheless agrees to help with the
investigation. Even imprudent Miranda, who has
recently had to move back home, is being
unusually solicitous. But with her daughters
doubting her campaign against their father,
Jennifer can’t help but wonder if the poisoning is
all in her head—or if there’s someone else who
wanted her dead. “Part whodunnit, part family
drama, this textured and utterly spellbinding
story unravels in surprising ways you won’t see
coming” (Christina McDonald, USA TODAY
bestselling author).
Prince Charming - K Webster 2021-01-26
Winston Constantine is no prince charming... I
crave him so badly I think I might be losing my
mind. He's right in front of me, but he’s just as
remote as my dreams of getting away from my
stepbrothers. I keep playing his twisted games,
and I want to stay just as distant as he is. But I
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can’t. I never could. I’ve fallen for him.
Hopelessly. Irrevocably. But Winston isn’t a
lover, he’s a business venture. A way for me to
pay for college. A ticket out. He’s never
pretended to be anything other than that. I can’t
blame him for making me fall in love. There can
be no happily ever after between a maid and a
prince, no matter what the stories say. Welcome
to the Midnight Dynasty... The warring Morelli
and Constantine families have enough bad blood
to fill an ocean, and their brand new stories will
be told by your favorite dangerous romance
authors. WARNING: This book is intended for
readers eighteen years old and over. It contains
material that some readers could find disturbing.
Enter at your own risk...
Sweet Devil - Becker Gray 2021-12-07
One Two Three - Laurie Frankel 2021-06-08
From Laurie Frankel, the New York Times
bestselling author of This Is How It Always Is, a
Reese's Book Club x Hello Sunshine Book Pick,
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

comes One Two Three, a timely, topical novel
about love and family that will make you laugh
and cry...and laugh again. In a town where
nothing ever changes, suddenly everything
does... Everyone knows everyone in the tiny
town of Bourne, but the Mitchell triplets are
especially beloved. Mirabel is the smartest
person anyone knows, and no one doubts it just
because she can’t speak. Monday is the town’s
purveyor of books now that the library’s
closed—tell her the book you think you want,
and she’ll pull the one you actually do from the
microwave or her sock drawer. Mab’s job is
hardest of all: get good grades, get into college,
get out of Bourne. For a few weeks seventeen
years ago, Bourne was national news when its
water turned green. The girls have come of age
watching their mother’s endless fight for justice.
But just when it seems life might go on the same
forever, the first moving truck anyone’s seen in
years pulls up and unloads new residents and
old secrets. Soon, the Mitchell sisters are taking
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on a system stacked against them and
uncovering mysteries buried longer than they’ve
been alive. Because it's hard to let go of the past
when the past won't let go of you. Three
unforgettable narrators join together here to tell
a spellbinding story with wit, wonder, and deep
affection. As she did in This Is How It Always Is,
Laurie Frankel has written a laugh-out-loud-onone-page-grab-a-tissue-the-next novel, as only
she can, about how expanding our notions of
normal makes the world a better place for
everyone and how when days are darkest, it’s
our daughters who will save us all.
Quadruplets Make Six - Nicole Elliot
2019-01-14
Always a bridesmaid...until now. But my past is
standing in our way. We can’t be together until
all our secrets come out. And I have to tell her
the truth. Because she’s having my baby. The
fourth in a steamy series from USA Today
Bestselling Author, Nicole Elliot. Each book is a
standalone with no cliffhanger. You're going to
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

love these new daddies! free romance,
contemporary romance, billionaire romance,
single dad romance, nanny romance, teacher
romance, multiples, twins, triplets, secret baby
romance, family drama romance, alpha male
romance, doctor romance, new adult romance,
second chance romance, hero romance,
forbidden love, romance series, small town
romance series
The Billionaire's Triplets - Mia Caldwell
2016-06-22
A passionate fling with a billionaire at a business
conference in Switzerland left Lissa Edwards
breathless and wondering if she'd finally found
Mr. Right. He seemed as eager as she was to see
if they could become more than just lovers, and
she believed him when he promised to keep the
cross-continental relationship going to see
where things might lead. But after Lissa return
to her consulting firm in New York and Julio
Torres returned to his business empire in
Europe, he didn't call. Days passed and then
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weeks passed and despite some mild attempts to
reach out to him, Julio didn't get back to her.
Saddened and disappointed, Lissa had far too
much pride to moan and groan or press him for
an explanation. Men say things they don't mean
to get you in bed - and that's all it was. She's
wasn't about to chase after some man, no matter
how amazing she felt in his arms...no matter how
much her heart kept telling her that 'he was the
one.' But, her determination to forget about the
sexy billionaire, and to move on as if they'd
never had that weekend in Switzerland gets
blown to heck when Lissa finds out she's
pregnant with the billionaire's triplets.
Death Wish - K Webster 2022-03-29
All I wanted is for my little sister Della to be safe
and happy. And maybe, in brief stolen moments,
I dreamed of a happy ending for myself with a
brown-eyed man. That hope has turned into
sharp, bright fear. There's only survival now. I'm
the daughter of a controlling and cruel
billionaire, so I understand about power. But I
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

find myself fighting anyway. I find myself testing
them. I have claws and I bite. I’m not going
down without a fight. It's like I have a death
wish. Welcome to the Midnight Dynasty... The
warring Morelli and Constantine families have
enough bad blood to fill an ocean, and their
brand new stories will be told by your favorite
dangerous romance authors. WARNING: This
book is intended for readers eighteen years old
and over. It contains material that some readers
could find disturbing. Enter at your own risk...
Bravely - Maggie Stiefvater 2022-05-03
What if you had one year to save everything you
loved? ONE PRINCESS. Merida of DunBroch
needs a change. She loves her family—jovial
King Fergus, proper Queen Elinor, the
mischievous triplets— and her peaceful
kingdom. But she's frustrated by its
sluggishness; each day, the same. Merida longs
for adventure, purpose, challenge - maybe even,
someday, love. TWO GODS. But the fiery
Princess never expects her disquiet to manifest
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by way of Feradach, an uncanny supernatural
being tasked with rooting out rot and stagnation,
who appears in DunBroch on Christmas Eve with
the intent to demolish the realm - and everyone
within. Only the intervention of the Cailleach, an
ancient entity of creation, gives Merida a shred
of hope: convince her family to change within
the year - or suffer the eternal consequences.
THREE VOYAGES. Under the watchful eyes of
the gods, Merida leads a series of epic journeys
to kingdoms near and far in an attempt to
inspire revolution within her family. But in her
efforts to save those she loves from ruin, has
Merida lost sight of the Clan member grown
most stagnant of all - herself? FOUR SEASONS
TO SAVE DUNBROCH - OR SEE IT
DESTROYED, FOREVER.
Triplets For The Billionaire - Layla Valentine
2021-12-29
One salacious offer. Two lustful lovers. Three
adorable babies. This gorgeous billionaire is
about to find out he's got a big, big family on the
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

way… Her: I can't believe I got so lucky.
Answering an ad for a 'discreet' maid led me
right to him, Dillon Bradshaw, the ruthless CEO
who ruined my life. And I could finally get my
revenge. Well he had another surprise for me:
He might have laid me off once, But this time he
wanted to lay me! Him: I've always wanted an
heir. And this sexy maid seems like the perfect
candidate. I made her an offer she couldn't
refuse, One million dollars for one baby. No
strings attached. Well now she's pregnant, and
she's telling me they're mine… All three of them!
Something Like Hate - Harloe Rae 2021-06-06
From USA Today & Amazon Top Ten bestselling
author Harloe Rae comes a sizzling enemies-tolovers romance where a billionaire CEO battles
against a snarky redhead who has her own
agenda. "I'd say it's nice to meet you, but I've
never been a good liar." That's his initial offense
against me. Don't worry-there's plenty more
where that came from. Landon Winters is colder
than his last name suggests. Cruel and callous
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too. I'm certain he finds pleasure in making
others miserable. He's a billionaire by his own
making-not satisfied with simply inheriting a
white collar and silver spoon. Landon's
arrogance is so thick I could choke on the stench
alone. He's also responsible for gouging a jaded
chip to my shoulder. The only saving grace is
never having to see him again. Wishful thinking
is a fickle beast. My boss just announced that
Landon is my latest client. I'll need to impress
him or kiss my promotion goodbye. Either way,
this is my chance to get even. Revenge is all I
see. The price for redemption is steep. Landon
will pay a small fortune in humiliation. And I'll
walk away filthy rich in vindication.
Enemies on Tap - Avery Flynn 2014-07-14
"Intoxicating!" - 4.5 Stars, RT Book Reviews,
which named it Best Contemporary Romance,
Indie Press Enemies ... After years away,
Miranda Sweet returns to Salvation, Virginia to
save her family's brewery, but her fate is in the
hands of her lover-turned-enemy, Logan. What's
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

a girl to do when the only person who can help
her is the man who betrayed her? Lovers ...
Logan Martin can't believe his luck when the
woman who smashed his heart to smithereens
walks into his bank asking for his help. What she
doesn't know is that he needs the land her
brewery is on—and he'll do whatever it takes to
get it. An Irresistible Combination ... Their
wager becomes a battle between their attraction
and their determination to win. But it's in each
other's arms that they realize there might be
more at stake now than their bet. With the town
against the Sweet Salvation Brewery's success,
Logan has to choose between what's expected of
him and what he really wants...
Huge Players - Stephanie Brother 2020-03-11
My five stepbrothers love playing games...and
I'm their favorite toy.When I fly cross-country,
I'm expecting my dad to be at the airport to
collect me. Instead, I'm faced with five huge
stepbrothers who've tripled in size since I last
saw them. Jameson, Jessie, and Joshua are
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triplets with wicked green eyes and bodies made
for games. Their younger twin brothers, Kyle
and Kameron are even bigger with piercing blue
eyes and thighs so thick I practically
swoon.They're sexy as sin, but still the same
assholes they were when we were kids. All they
care about is football and making my life a
misery with their practical jokes and snide
comments. Then my friend Sara tells me I need
to turn the tables. She encourages me to use my
feminine powers to distract them from their
games. She tells me the rumors she's heard
about them, huge things I definitely don't want
to know but keep me awake at night, aching.I'm
not convinced until I give it a try and see the
filthy gleam in their eyes. It's definitely not the
way they should be looking at their
stepsister!Then I overhear Kyle and Kameron
talking. They have a secret that is about to turn
this game upside down, but I'm playing to win,
whatever the cost.This is a standalone mega
menage/reverse harem romance. It involves
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

MMFMMM situations with a very happy ever
after ending. Well, there are five men involved!
It's part of the Huge Series; standalone
romances with lots of HUGE goodness to link
them all. Read in any order! No cliffhangers. No
cheating.
Mirrorland - Carole Johnstone 2022-01-04
Told with startling twists and haunting power,
Mirrorland is a thrilling psychological suspense
novel about twin sisters, the man they both love,
the house that has always haunted them, and the
childhood stories they can't leave behind. Cat
lives in Los Angeles, far from 36 Westeryk Road,
the imposing gothic house in Edinburgh where
she and her estranged twin sister, El, grew up.
As girls, they invented Mirrorland, a dark,
imaginary place under the pantry stairs, full of
pirates, witches, and clowns. These days, Cat
rarely thinks about their childhood home, or the
fact that El now lives there with her husband,
Ross. But when El mysteriously disappears after
going out on her sailboat, Cat is forced to return
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to 36 Westeryk Road, which hasn't changed in
twenty years. The grand old house is still full of
shadowy corners, and at every turn Cat finds
herself stumbling on long-held secrets and
terrifying ghosts from the past. Because
someone--El?--has left Cat clues: a treasure hunt
that leads back to Mirrorland, where the truth
lies waiting... A brilliantly crafted story of love
and betrayal, redemption and revenge,
Mirrorland is a propulsive, page-turning debut
about the power of imagination and the price of
freedom.
Hatemates - Mickey Miller 2020-03-08
Imagine: You arrive to college on the first day,
ready to meet your roommate in the girl's
dorm.A huge mistake puts you into the male
dorm. Your roommate? He's DJ Dalton, football
star and campus celebrity extraordinaire. You
can look, but you can't touch. Because the
prettiest packages come with the biggest
consequences...Is he panty-meltingly handsome
with an attitude to match? Sure.Do I accidentally
triplets-make-five-an-enemies-to-lovers-secret-baby-romance

fantasize about him one (okay, maybe two)
times? Fine, I'm honest enough to admit it.None
of that matters, because we're opposites in all
the ways that are important for getting along as
college roommates: He comes from a perfect life
and old money. I come from a broken home and
bowls of ramen.He's at Greene State to party.
I'm here to study.He's a popular jock. I wouldn't
be caught dead playing sports.To say we get off
to a rocky start would be an
understatement.Ironically, that's what causes
our sizzling attraction to boil over one night. But
even that comes at a price.Because our story has
a twist neither of us could see coming.One that
changes both of our lives, 'till death do us part.
House of Salt and Sorrows - Erin A. Craig
2020-08-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Get swept
away by this “haunting” (Bustle) YA novel about
twelve beautiful sisters living on an isolated
island estate who begin to mysteriously die one
by one. This dark and atmospheric fairy tale
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inspired story is perfect for fans of
Yellowjackets. "Step inside a fairy tale."
—Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Caraval In a manor by the
sea, twelve sisters are cursed. Annaleigh lives a
sheltered life at Highmoor with her sisters and
their father and stepmother. Once there were
twelve, but loneliness fills the grand halls now
that four of the girls' lives have been cut short.
Each death was more tragic than the last--the
plague, a plummeting fall, a drowning, a slippery
plunge--and there are whispers throughout the
surrounding villages that the family is cursed by
the gods. Disturbed by a series of ghostly
visions, Annaleigh becomes increasingly
suspicious that her sister's deaths were no
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accidents. The girls have been sneaking out
every night to attend glittering balls, dancing
until dawn in silk gowns and shimmering
slippers, and Annaleigh isn't sure whether to try
to stop them or to join their forbidden trysts.
Because who--or what--are they really dancing
with? When Annaleigh's involvement with a
mysterious stranger who has secrets of his own
intensifies, it's a race to unravel the darkness
that has fallen over her family--before it claims
her next. House of Salt and Sorrows is a
spellbinding novel filled with magic and the
rustle of gossamer skirts down long, dark
hallways. Be careful who you dance with... And
don't miss Erin Craig's Small Favors, a
mesmerizing and chilling novel about dark
wishes and even darker dreams.
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